Afternoon PODIUM PRESENTATIONS, 2:30 - 4:30


Aaron W. Bernard, FTSP; Nicholas Kman, David Way, Sorabh Khandelwal: The Impact of Two Clinical Shift Allocation Models on Student Experiences in an Emergency Medicine Clerkship

Jennifer McCallister, FTSP & Jillian Gustin, FTSP; Kimberly Frier; David Way: Communication Skills Training & Competency Assessment for Pulmonary/Critical Care Fellows

Douglas Post; Rosemarie Shim, FTSP; Rollin Nagel; J. Lehman; M. Myers; W. Palastro; N. Nye; J. Laber; C. Lucey: Medical Student Partners in Health: Outcomes of a Health Coaching Intervention Delivered by Medical Students

Lisa Lee; Douglas Gould: Educational value of a social networking application, Twitter, for integrated dental anatomy education.

Camilla Curren; Rollin Nagel; Larry Hurtubise; Holly Cronau: WIKI Use For Evaluation Of Medical Student Case Based Learning

Julie Bishop; Brian Lewis; Josh Harris; Amy Ravinda: A Novel Comprehensive Orthopaedic Anatomy Program

Alan Harzman; Larry Hurtubise; Robert DePhilip; Charles Hitchcock; David Bahner: Diffusing Innovative Education Technology Through A Lunchtime Showcase At An Academic Medical Center